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8U Division Game Guidelines 
 
Westborough Softball’s 8U Division is comprised of players who have graduated from the 6U 
Division level as well as girls who are playing softball for the first time. At this level we place an 
emphasis on participation, learning and refining basic softball skills, and most of all: FUN!  
 
As opposed to the set of hard and fast rules which are followed by participants in the games at 
Divisions 10U-16U, we have established a set of basic guidelines for coaches and players to 
follow during 8U games. 
 
General Gameplay 
 

● There is no minimum number of players required to play a game. 
● In keeping with the emphasis on fun and learning, no score is kept. 
● The game generally lasts for one (1) hour. 
● Coaches are encouraged to provide guidance to the opposing team’s players as well as 

their own. 
 
Offense: 
 

● Coaches are encouraged to change the batting order before every inning. Every player 
gets a chance to bat every inning.  

● A coach from the at-bat team will do all of the pitching. 
● No count is kept. The batter is generally given between 6 and 8 quality pitches to swing 

at during an at-bat. After a reasonable number of swings have been given, and at the at-
bat team coach’s discretion, a hitting tee may be introduced in order to allow the batter 
to put the ball into play. 

○ In the event the player is struggling to put the ball into play from the tee, the at-
bat team’s coach may encourage her to take a strong swing and run to 1st base 
in order to keep the game moving. 

● Generally, runners will advance one base at a time (“station to station”). However, if a 
ball is hit behind the infielders it is acceptable for the runners to advance until the ball is 
returned to the infield. Advancing bases due to overthrows, under-throws or errors is 
discouraged at this level. 

● Outs are tracked by the coaches. When 3 outs are reached the runners should be 
cleared from the bases. However, the inning should continue until every girl in the order 
has had a chance to hit. 

● There is no stealing allowed. 
● Baserunners should not take a secondary lead, however assuming a proper 

baserunning stance while on base is strongly encouraged. 
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● The last batter will “clear the bases” when she puts the ball in play. In other words: the 
runner(s) in front of her will run to home plate when she puts the ball in play, and she will 
score to hearty congratulations from her teammates and coaching staff. 

 
Defense: 
 

● The defensive team should field a catcher provided that there are enough players 
available to cover all of the infield positions and the pitcher position.  

● Coaches are encouraged to switch each player’s position before every inning in order to 
provide experience across the entire field. 

● The player who fields the Pitcher position will stand behind the coach who is pitching on 
the side opposite the batter (e.g. 1st base side for a LH batter, 3rd base side for a RH 
batter). 

● Defensive coaches are encouraged to remind players to consider what they would do 
with the ball if it is hit to them. 

● The defensive team should be encouraged to make every effort to make plays that result 
in outs (even though outs are not being recorded). 

● Coaches are encouraged to join their players on the field to offer guidance and 
instruction, and to help keep their players focused on the game. 


